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VOLÉE SMALL
Odo Fioravanti, 2016
Volée is  a  Led luminaire  of  the latest  generation,  in  which the
formal  research  is  combined  with  technological  innovation.
Featured by an essential design, Volée switches on with an almost
tennis-style gesture: a simple wave of the hand under the head of
this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on or
off without any contact. A touch sensor over the head allows the
flow of light to be regulated to four different levels of intensity
(40%, 60%, 100%, 0%). A Time Out system automatically switches
the lamp off after it has been on for 5 hours. The tension for the
hidden-spring balancing mechanisms is  provided by steel  wires
that allow to orientate the light emission with a fluid movement.
Volée is suitable for every kind of environment, both modern and
traditional.

Table lamp with direct light. A touch sensor over the head allows the flow of light to be regulated to different levels of
intensity. A simple wave of the hand under the head of this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on/off
without any contact. Frame consist of a head and of structural rod made of painted aluminium. Black power cable and plug.
Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK- USA- UE- CHN). Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
polymer, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
white

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
A++ >> A

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 7,5W (2700K, CRI>90, 800Lm)

SKU
F429000350BIWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
    

COLOR

  

SPEC SHEET



Ci riserviamo il diritto di modificare le specifiche del nostro prodotto. Per le ultime informazioni visita il sito www.fontanaarte.com o
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VOLÉE SMALL
Odo Fioravanti, 2016
Volée is  a  Led luminaire  of  the latest  generation,  in  which the
formal  research  is  combined  with  technological  innovation.
Featured by an essential design, Volée switches on with an almost
tennis-style gesture: a simple wave of the hand under the head of
this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on or
off without any contact. A touch sensor over the head allows the
flow of light to be regulated to four different levels of intensity
(40%, 60%, 100%, 0%). A Time Out system automatically switches
the lamp off after it has been on for 5 hours. The tension for the
hidden-spring balancing mechanisms is  provided by steel  wires
that allow to orientate the light emission with a fluid movement.
Volée is suitable for every kind of environment, both modern and
traditional.

Table lamp with direct light. A touch sensor over the head allows the flow of light to be regulated to different levels of
intensity. A simple wave of the hand under the head of this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on/off
without any contact. Frame consist of a head and of structural rod made of painted aluminium. Black power cable and plug.
Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK- USA- UE- CHN). Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
polymer, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
yellow

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
A++ >> A

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 7,5W (2700K, CRI>90, 800Lm)

SKU
F429000350GIWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
    

COLOR

  

SPEC SHEET
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VOLÉE SMALL
Odo Fioravanti, 2016
Volée is  a  Led luminaire  of  the latest  generation,  in  which the
formal  research  is  combined  with  technological  innovation.
Featured by an essential design, Volée switches on with an almost
tennis-style gesture: a simple wave of the hand under the head of
this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on or
off without any contact. A touch sensor over the head allows the
flow of light to be regulated to four different levels of intensity
(40%, 60%, 100%, 0%). A Time Out system automatically switches
the lamp off after it has been on for 5 hours. The tension for the
hidden-spring balancing mechanisms is  provided by steel  wires
that allow to orientate the light emission with a fluid movement.
Volée is suitable for every kind of environment, both modern and
traditional.

Table lamp with direct light. A touch sensor over the head allows the flow of light to be regulated to different levels of
intensity. A simple wave of the hand under the head of this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on/off
without any contact. Frame consist of a head and of structural rod made of painted aluminium. Black power cable and plug.
Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK- USA- UE- CHN). Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
polymer, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
dark grey

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
A++ >> A

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 7,5W (2700K, CRI>90, 800Lm)

SKU
F429000350GSWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
    

COLOR

  

SPEC SHEET
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VOLÉE MEDIUM
Odo Fioravanti, 2016
Volée is  a  Led luminaire  of  the latest  generation,  in  which the
formal  research  is  combined  with  technological  innovation.
Featured by an essential design, Volée switches on with an almost
tennis-style gesture: a simple wave of the hand under the head of
this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on or
off without any contact. A touch sensor over the head allows the
flow of light to be regulated to four different levels of intensity
(40%, 60%, 100%, 0%). A Time Out system automatically switches
the lamp off after it has been on for 5 hours. The tension for the
hidden-spring balancing mechanisms is  provided by steel  wires
that allow to orientate the light emission with a fluid movement.
Volée is suitable for every kind of environment, both modern and
traditional.

Table lamp with direct light. A touch sensor over the head allows the flow of light to be regulated to different levels of
intensity. A simple wave of the hand under the head of this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on/off
without any contact. Frame consist of a head and of two structural rods made of painted aluminium. Black power cable and
plug. Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK- USA- UE- CHN). Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
polymer, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
white

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
A++ >> A

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 7,5W (2700K, CRI>90, 800Lm)

SKU
F429005350BIWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
    

COLOR

  

SPEC SHEET



Ci riserviamo il diritto di modificare le specifiche del nostro prodotto. Per le ultime informazioni visita il sito www.fontanaarte.com o
contattaci all’indirizzo ccare.ecommerce@fontanaarte.com

VOLÉE MEDIUM
Odo Fioravanti, 2016
Volée is  a  Led luminaire  of  the latest  generation,  in  which the
formal  research  is  combined  with  technological  innovation.
Featured by an essential design, Volée switches on with an almost
tennis-style gesture: a simple wave of the hand under the head of
this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on or
off without any contact. A touch sensor over the head allows the
flow of light to be regulated to four different levels of intensity
(40%, 60%, 100%, 0%). A Time Out system automatically switches
the lamp off after it has been on for 5 hours. The tension for the
hidden-spring balancing mechanisms is  provided by steel  wires
that allow to orientate the light emission with a fluid movement.
Volée is suitable for every kind of environment, both modern and
traditional.

Table lamp with direct light. A touch sensor over the head allows the flow of light to be regulated to different levels of
intensity. A simple wave of the hand under the head of this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on/off
without any contact. Frame consist of a head and of two structural rods made of painted aluminium. Black power cable and
plug. Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK- USA- UE- CHN). Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
polymer, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
yellow

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
A++ >> A

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 7,5W (2700K, CRI>90, 800Lm)

SKU
F429005350GIWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
    

COLOR

  

SPEC SHEET
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VOLÉE MEDIUM
Odo Fioravanti, 2016
Volée is  a  Led luminaire  of  the latest  generation,  in  which the
formal  research  is  combined  with  technological  innovation.
Featured by an essential design, Volée switches on with an almost
tennis-style gesture: a simple wave of the hand under the head of
this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on or
off without any contact. A touch sensor over the head allows the
flow of light to be regulated to four different levels of intensity
(40%, 60%, 100%, 0%). A Time Out system automatically switches
the lamp off after it has been on for 5 hours. The tension for the
hidden-spring balancing mechanisms is  provided by steel  wires
that allow to orientate the light emission with a fluid movement.
Volée is suitable for every kind of environment, both modern and
traditional.

Table lamp with direct light. A touch sensor over the head allows the flow of light to be regulated to different levels of
intensity. A simple wave of the hand under the head of this lamp activates an electronic device that switches the light on/off
without any contact. Frame consist of a head and of two structural rods made of painted aluminium. Black power cable and
plug. Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK- USA- UE- CHN). Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
polymer, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
dark grey

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
A++ >> A

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 7,5W (2700K, CRI>90, 800Lm)

SKU
F429005350GSWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
    

COLOR

  

SPEC SHEET
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